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Living Systems, Evolving Consciousness, and the Emerging Person Jan 15 2021 This collection of previously
published papers can be viewed as a story of the gradual emergence of an overarching idea through the course of a
life’s work. The idea concerns the way emerging knowledge of developmental processes, biological systems, and
therapeutic process can be integrated in terms of basic principles that govern the living system as an ongoing
creative process – a process in which there is a continuing impetus, both energizing and motivational, that moves the
living system toward an enhanced coherence in its engagement with its surround as it achieves an ever-increasing
inclusiveness of complexity. The papers have been selected in a roughly chronological order from a career of early
developmental research within the background of psychoanalytic thinking. The biological underpinnings of
psychoanalysis can be extended by systems thinking. Our notions of the evolution of consciousness can also be
extended from this simple level of a neural machinery essential for adaptation and survival to the capacity for the
awareness of one’s own inner state within the flow of one’s engagement with one’s surround. From this enrichment
of inner experiencing through evolving self-awareness, the unique organization of the "person" emerges within the
developmental process – from expectancies and emotions, to values, meaning, purpose, goals, and "direction". The
title of the book has been chosen to capture this sequence. Further evolution of conscious organization will enable
the human species to achieve the state of being "together-with" and yet "distinct-from" as the system as a whole, on
a wider, more global level, gains increasing coherence as it complexity increases. Hopefully, the implications of this
idea will emerge in the reader’s thinking, as the chapters move from the level of adaptation to recognition.
The Significance of Consciousness Feb 13 2021 Charles Siewert presents a distinctive approach to consciousness
that emphasizes our first-person knowledge of experience and argues that we should grant consciousness,
understood in this way, a central place in our conception of mind and intentionality. Written in an engaging manner
that makes its recently controversial topic accessible to the thoughtful general reader, this book challenges theories
that equate consciousness with a functional role or with the mere availability of sensory information to cognitive
capacities. Siewert argues that the notion of phenomenal consciousness, slighted in some recent theories, can be
made evident by noting our reliance on first-person knowledge and by considering, from the subject's point of view,
the difference between having and lacking certain kinds of experience. This contrast is clarified by careful attention
to cases, both actual and hypothetical, indicated by research on brain-damaged patients' ability to discriminate
visually without conscious visual experience--what has become known as "blindsight." In addition, Siewert
convincingly defends such approaches against objections that they make an illegitimate appeal to "introspection."
Experiences that are conscious in Siewert's sense differ from each other in ways that only what is conscious can--in
phenomenal character--and having this character gives them intentionality. In Siewert's view, consciousness is
involved not only in the intentionality of sense experience and imagery, but in that of nonimagistic ways of thinking
as well. Consciousness is pervasively bound up with intelligent perception and conceptual thought: it is not mere

sensation or "raw feel." Having thus understood consciousness, we can better recognize how, for many of us, it
possesses such deep intrinsic value that life without it would be little or no better than death.
A Day in the Life of the Brain Feb 25 2022 Each of us has a unique, subjective inner world, one that we can never
share directly with anyone else. But how do our physical brains actually give rise to this rich and varied experience
of consciousness? In this ground-breaking book, internationally acclaimed neuroscientist Susan Greenfield brings
together a series of astonishing new, empirically based insights into consciousness as she traces a single day in the
life of your brain. From waking to walking the dog, working to dreaming, Greenfield explores how our daily
experiences are translated into a tangle of cells, molecules and chemical blips, thereby probing the enduring mystery
of how our brains create our individual selves.
One unbounded ocean of consciousness Aug 10 2020 World renowned leader at the core of the Maharishi
Foundations, a Harvard graduate neuroscientist, renowned Vedic scholar and world reference in Transcendental
Meditation, Dr.Tony Nader formulates in this book a series of fundamental existential questions (what is our
purpose in life, do we have true control over our destinies?) and, through the study of Consciousness, brings us
answers with practical benefits that aim to give us enlightenment, peace and fulfillment. «In this landmark book, Dr.
Tony Nader presents ideas that can change the world. He proposes profound solutions to questions that have long
fascinated and intrigued philosophers and scientists. What is Consciousness, do we have freedom? How to get the
best out of life, fulfill wishes and create peace and harmony among peoples and nations? He offers these solutions,
based on a simple underlying paradigm, that unifies mind, body, and environment into an ocean of pure Being, Pure
Consciousness. A must read for any seeker of answers to the mysteries of life, the absolute and ultimate truth».
David Lynch «I want everyone to know what Consciousness is and how to develop it to enjoy the full potential of
individual and social life». Dr. Tony Nader Is there some hidden purpose in life, a secret design, a meaningful logic,
a goal to be achieved? Where do we come from and where do we go after we leave? Why should we be fighting?
Can we choose? Are we free or slaves of destiny, of the laws of nature or of God? As sentient beings who wish to
take control of their lives, these questions are fundamental, and everyone ends up making assumptions or strongly
subscribing to beliefs about many of them. Those convictions become our underlying "cosmovision" that influences
everything we do. I turned to the study of medicine, psychiatry, and neurology to understand why, although we are
so similar, we can be so different in our opinions, mentality, and points of view. But the answers to my fundamental
questions were too complex and abstract for scientific investigation. It was Transcendental Meditation TM that
allowed me to explore them through direct experience, rather than analysis and deduction. This book is dedicated to
all seekers of knowledge, scientists, philosophers, teachers, wise leaders, and guides who investigate the secrets of
how nature works and the effort to improve life on Earth.
Philosophy in a Meaningless Life Sep 03 2022 Philosophy in a Meaningless Life provides an account of the nature
of philosophy which is rooted in the question of the meaning of life. It makes a powerful and vivid case for believing
that this question is neither obscure nor obsolete, but reflects a quintessentially human concern to which other
traditional philosophical problems can be readily related; allowing them to be reconnected with natural interest, and
providing a diagnosis of the typical lines of opposition across philosophy's debates. James Tartaglia looks at the
various ways philosophers have tried to avoid the conclusion that life is meaningless, and in the process have
distanced philosophy from the concept of transcendence. Rejecting all of this, Tartaglia embraces nihilism ('we are
here with nothing to do'), and uses transcendence both to provide a new solution to the problem of consciousness,
and to explain away perplexities about time and universals. He concludes that with more self-awareness, philosophy
can attain higher status within a culture increasingly in need of it.
Consciousness Nov 24 2021 In which a scientist searches for an empirical explanation for phenomenal experience,
spurred by his instinctual belief that life is meaningful. What links conscious experience of pain, joy, color, and
smell to bioelectrical activity in the brain? How can anything physical give rise to nonphysical, subjective, conscious
states? Christof Koch has devoted much of his career to bridging the seemingly unbridgeable gap between the
physics of the brain and phenomenal experience. This engaging book—part scientific overview, part memoir, part
futurist speculation—describes Koch's search for an empirical explanation for consciousness. Koch recounts not
only the birth of the modern science of consciousness but also the subterranean motivation for his quest—his
instinctual (if "romantic") belief that life is meaningful. Koch describes his own groundbreaking work with Francis
Crick in the 1990s and 2000s and the gradual emergence of consciousness (once considered a "fringy" subject) as a
legitimate topic for scientific investigation. Present at this paradigm shift were Koch and a handful of colleagues,
including Ned Block, David Chalmers, Stanislas Dehaene, Giulio Tononi, Wolf Singer, and others. Aiding and
abetting it were new techniques to listen in on the activity of individual nerve cells, clinical studies, and brainimaging technologies that allowed safe and noninvasive study of the human brain in action. Koch gives us stories
from the front lines of modern research into the neurobiology of consciousness as well as his own reflections on a
variety of topics, including the distinction between attention and awareness, the unconscious, how neurons respond
to Homer Simpson, the physics and biology of free will, dogs, Der Ring des Nibelungen, sentient machines, the loss
of his belief in a personal God, and sadness. All of them are signposts in the pursuit of his life's work—to uncover

the roots of consciousness.
Biocentrism Oct 04 2022 Robert Lanza is one of the most respected scientists in the world — a US News & World
Report cover story called him a “genius" and a “renegade thinker," even likening him to Einstein. Lanza has teamed
with Bob Berman, the most widely read astronomer in the world, to produce Biocentrism, a revolutionary new view
of the universe. Every now and then a simple yet radical idea shakes the very foundations of knowledge. The
startling discovery that the world was not flat challenged and ultimately changed the way people perceived
themselves and their relationship with the world. For most humans of the 15th century, the notion of Earth as ball of
rock was nonsense. The whole of Western, natural philosophy is undergoing a sea change again, increasingly being
forced upon us by the experimental findings of quantum theory, and at the same time, towards doubt and uncertainty
in the physical explanations of the universe's genesis and structure. Biocentrism completes this shift in worldview,
turning the planet upside down again with the revolutionary view that life creates the universe instead of the other
way around. In this paradigm, life is not an accidental byproduct of the laws of physics. Biocetnrism takes the reader
on a seemingly improbable but ultimately inescapable journey through a foreign universe—our own—from the
viewpoints of an acclaimed biologist and a leading astronomer. Switching perspective from physics to biology
unlocks the cages in which Western science has unwittingly managed to confine itself. Biocentrism will shatter the
reader's ideas of life--time and space, and even death. At the same time it will release us from the dull worldview of
life being merely the activity of an admixture of carbon and a few other elements; it suggests the exhilarating
possibility that life is fundamentally immortal. The 21st century is predicted to be the Century of Biology, a shift
from the previous century dominated by physics. It seems fitting, then, to begin the century by turning the universe
outside-in and unifying the foundations of science with a simple idea discovered by one of the leading life-scientists
of our age. Biocentrism awakens in readers a new sense of possibility, and is full of so many shocking new
perspectives that the reader will never see reality the same way again.
Consciousness Beyond Life May 31 2022 In Consciousness Beyond Life, the internationally renowned cardiologist
Dr. Pim van Lommel offers ground-breaking research into whether or not our consciousness survives the death of
our body. If you enjoy books about near-death experiences, such as those by Raymond Moody, Jeffrey Long, and
James Van Praagh; watch televisions shows like Ghosthunters, Touched by an Angel, and Ghost Whisperer; or are
interested in works that explore the intersection of faith and science, such as Spiritual Brain, Signature in the Cell,
and When Science Meets Religion; you’ll find much to ponder in Consciousness Beyond Life.
Embodiment and the Inner Life Aug 02 2022 To understand the mind and its place in Nature is one of the great
intellectual challenges of our time, a challenge that is both scientific and philosophical. How does cognition
influence an animal's behaviour? What are its neural underpinnings? How is the inner life of a human being
constituted? What are the neural underpinnings of the conscious condition? Embodiment and the Inner Life
approaches each of these questions from a scientific standpoint. But it contends that, before we can make progress
on them, we have to give up the habit of thinking metaphysically, a habit that creates a fog of philosophical
confusion. From this post-reflective point of view, the book argues for an intimate relationship between cognition,
sensorimotor embodiment, and the integrative character of the conscious condition. Drawing on insights from
psychology, neuroscience, and dynamical systems, it proposes an empirical theory of this three-way relationship
whose principles, not being tied to the contingencies of biology or physics, are applicable to the whole space of
possible minds in which humans and other animals are included. Embodiment and the Inner Life is one of very few
books that provides a properly joined-up theory of consciousness, and will be essential reading for all psychologists,
philosophers, and neuroscientists with an interest in the enduring puzzle of consciousness.
Other Minds: The Octopus and the Evolution of Intelligent Life Mar 05 2020 BBC R4 Book of the Week ‘Brilliant’
Guardian ‘Fascinating and often delightful’ The Times What if intelligent life on Earth evolved not once, but twice?
The octopus is the closest we will come to meeting an intelligent alien. What can we learn from the encounter?
Consciousness and Quantum Mechanics: Life in Parallel Worlds May 07 2020
Conscious Life Sep 30 2019 "You create your own reality." Conscious Life means reclaiming the power to create the
life of our dreams. Since our bodies, thoughts, and experiences are all energy, we magnetically draw to ourselves,
through the power of thought, the people and events of our lives. Spirit teacher Alexander illuminates how
consciousness blends with matter to create our experienced reality. More, he gives us simple, practical techniques to
harness the unlimited power of thought to attract a life filled with love, health, and abundance-a Conscious Life. Eric
Leskowitz, M.D. of Harvard Medical School says, "The collected teachings of Alexander contain the most
accessible explanations of the mechanics of health, illness and life on this planet that I have yet encountered. The
processes and techniques he first described 20 years ago are now being validated by modern scientific research, and
suggest that he has presented a blueprint for 'How it works' that can be utilized by all of us."
Dark Energy and Human Consciousness Oct 31 2019 Nobody knows how life was first breathed into the first atom,
molecule, or cell; all biologists can do is to suggest the most reasonable possibilities by analysing the oldest DNA
available. Scientists postulate that life emerged from non-life via natural processes about 3.7 billion years ago. It
then evolved (and continues to evolve) to higher levels of complexity based on mutation, natural selection, and time.

In other words, scientists believe that life is purely a physical phenomenon. There are logical arguments, based on
scientific concepts, suggesting that dark energy is a non-physical force that influences life and is the source of
reason, intelligence, compassion, and love. If we acknowledge and nurture this non-physical (dark energy) aspect of
our beings, it will bring balance to our minds and move us from selfishness to love, care, and compassion. Is this the
path to freedom from selfishness, corruption, abuse of power, and greed; and consequently from poverty, starvation,
conflict and war?
Guiding Principles for Life Beyond Victim Consciousness Apr 05 2020 Learn 14 guiding principles to help liberater
the mind from victim consciousness, by doing so let go of any resistance to life and stop fighting the future and
agonizing over the past.
Quantum Consciousness Dec 02 2019 Increase Your Conscious Awareness and Discover Alternate Realities Using
Quantum Physics Deepen your understanding of quantum physics and expanded states of awareness with Quantum
Consciousness, an enlightening guide that helps you pull science and spirituality closer together. This fascinating
book invites you to tour alternate realities, parallel lives, interdimensional consciousness, the eternal state, and even
the very fabric of the universe. Specially emphasized are four aspects of quantum consciousness: the creator effect,
intanglement, everywhereness, and holographic healing. You'll also find a detailed exploration of the various realms
of consciousness, including stored consciousness, alternate consciousness, parallel consciousness, and
interdimensional consciousness. Peter Smith, former president of the Newton Institute, guides you on a journey of
life-changing discoveries, encouraging you to tap into the human form's amazing potential. With Quantum
Consciousness, you can move past your current mindset's limitations and awaken to a greater purpose for yourself
and for all humanity. Praise: "Smith's book heralds this time as an era of awakening for humanity...He paints a
dizzyingly beautiful picture of what the world might look like once it has evolved to its full potential."—ForeWord
Reviews
The Physics Of Consciousness Oct 12 2020 For decades, neuroscientists, psychologists, and an army of brain
researchers have been struggling, in vain, to explain the phenomenon of consciousness. Now there is a clear trail to
the answer, and it leads through the dense jungle of quantum physics, Zen, and subjective experience, and arrives at
an unexpected destination.In this tour-de-force of scientific investigation, Evan Harris Walker, a pioneer in the
science of consciousness, describes the outcome of his fifty-year search for the true nature of reality. Drawing on a
deep knowledge of quantum physics and Zen philosophy, Walker shows how the operation of bizarre yet actual
properties of elementary particles support a new and exciting theory of reality, based on the principles of quantum
physics; a theory that answers questions such as “What is the nature of consciousness, of will?” “What is the source
of material reality?” and “What is God?”Clearly written in non-technical, lyrical prose, The Physics of
Consciousness is more than just the explanation of a science—it is a new vision of life.
Hegel's Concept of Life Jul 29 2019 This text provides an interpretation of Hegel's philosophy, arguing that his
theory of reason and thinking revolve around the concept of organic life. Through a detailed analysis of Hegel's
philosophy and Kant's influence, Karen Ng shows that Hegel's unique contribution is that cognitive capacities are
indexed to species capacities, where embodiment and the relation to the environment are central in processes of
mind.
The 4 States of Consciousness Sep 10 2020 With Forewords by Albert Einstein - By reading this book you will gain
the truest and most profound understanding of yourself in relationship to all other events in the universe. When this
is accomplished - everything is possible. Give this book some feedback and you will begin to see everything unfold
in your life exactly as predicted in this book. Updates found at - http: //www.4StatesOfConsciousness.com Science
has now proven the flow of all energy in the universe goes through these four states. Based on the latest Scientific
discoveries in the Human Genome Project, Quantum Physics in the discovery of the God Particle and from
Astronomy in the discovery of thousands of other planets in the nearby universe who may harbor life. Evidence has
come forth about not only the 'How' of the universe but also the 'Why'. The four states of consciousness are: The
Electronic - It all starts with the electron. The Rotational - Electrons band together to create molecules. The
Vibrational - Molecules in turn combine and communicate to create US. The Feedback Loop - Essentially all life in
the universe that can look back and see it all happening in real time. This book demonstrates how the act of
observing the universe changes it and why. It all starts with the God Particle that creates all other particles. When
you separate two electrons who have been 'married', each of them knows the energy state of the other. Even if
separated for millions of miles, when you switch the state of one, the other switches instantaneously to be in
harmony with its partner once again. This is the first known state of Consciousness. It all starts here. Each state
induces the next one because Consciousness constantly seeks the next highest pinnacle of awareness. The 4th and
highest level of Consciousness is life wherever it exists in the universe. So far, we know of one place where life
exists - on planet Earth. But, it's now beginning to appear that there is myriad forms of life all over this galaxy and in
all the other 400 billion galaxies that we can see. I call this level of Consciousness the Feedback Loop, because we
now use the very forces of Nature - Electricity for example - to peer back down into the very essence of Nature. We
are the ultimate goal of Consciousness because we are here to give it some feedback. Learn how to become a more

effective part of the Feedback Loop. In other words, the more and better feedback you give, the more and better
energy state you will achieve as the universe feeds back the Vibrational state of Consciousness to you. I call it
Quantum Consciousness - an amazing new interpretation of the new laws of Physics that have recently been
uncovered using the Large Hadron Collider in Geneva Switzerland, the most expensive and complex scientific
experiment in history. The greatest discovery in the history of all human civilization has been the role of the God
Particle. This is the beginning of the same Consciousness factors that you are sensing right now. Do NOT confuse
consciousness with intelligence, however. Humans are obviously more intelligent than dogs and cats, who are in turn
more intelligent than fish, who are probably more intelligent than bacteria or worms. However, all living beings on
this planet and on any other planet where life will be discovered all share the same form of Consciousness, and it all
comes in these four states. The smallest particles in the universe - The God Particles - have an even more important
role to play. They are the medium through which all Consciousness is deployed everywhere at the same time. They
carry the information about our own feedback loop and how the universe must be reshaped to accommodate that
feedback. Since every living creature in the universe is part of this feedback mechanism, it can be assumed that Life
itself is the very reason for the existence of the universe. Also found at - http:
//Udemy.com/4StatesOfConsciousness.
Hegel's Concept of Life Apr 17 2021 Karen Ng sheds new light on Hegel's famously impenetrable philosophy. She
does so by offering a new interpretation of Hegel's idealism and by foregrounding Hegel's Science of Logic,
revealing that Hegel's theory of reason revolves around the concept of organic life. Beginning with the influence of
Kant's Critique of Judgment on Hegel, Ng argues that Hegel's key philosophical contributions concerning selfconsciousness, freedom, and logic all develop around the idea of internal purposiveness, which appealed to Hegel
deeply. She charts the development of the purposiveness theme in Kant's third Critique, and argues that the most
important innovation from that text is the claim that the purposiveness of nature opens up and enables the operation
of the power of judgment. This innovation is essential for understanding Hegel's philosophical method in the
Differenzschrift (1801) and Phenomenology of Spirit (1807), where Hegel, developing lines of thought from Fichte
and Schelling, argues against Kant that internal purposiveness constitutes cognition's activity, shaping its essential
relation to both self and world. From there, Ng defends a new and detailed interpretation of Hegel's Science of
Logic, arguing that Hegel's Subjective Logic can be understood as Hegel's version of a critique of judgment, in
which life comes to be understood as opening up the possibility of intelligibility. She makes the case that Hegel's
theory of judgment is modelled on reflective and teleological judgments, in which something's species or kind
provides the objective context for predication. The Subjective Logic culminates in the argument that life is a
primitive or original activity of judgment, one that is the necessary presupposition for the actualization of selfconscious cognition. Through bold and ambitious new arguments, Ng demonstrates the ongoing dialectic between
life and self-conscious cognition, providing ground-breaking ways of understanding Hegel's philosophical system.
Spiritual Theory of Everything May 19 2021 Yes, an abundant and blissful life is possible!!! Most people are
continuously struggling to attain peace and happiness by doing so many things, believing that more money,
possessions, sex, indulgence, or recognition can take them there. Alas, they fail and they realize that deeply, sooner
or later. External pursuits, success, and attainments can bring in temporary pleasure which is essentially transient in
nature and fades away soon, giving way to more craving, more unfulfillment, and more hunger. A great master once
said, 'you shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free'. 'Spiritual Theory of Everything' is the crystallization
of my decades of ongoing conscious journey to find answers to the fundamental questions of life from a spiritual and
scientific perspective in a non-dualistic and holistic way. If you have the quest for answers to the fundamental
questions that every seeking, evolving person has, then this book is for you. This book explains the nature and
mechanism of life that include the fundamental truths about the Creator, the processes of creation and evolution, the
spirit-mind-body connection, the constitution of our inner being, the present evolutionary stage of human beings in a
Cosmic reference frame, and also how to live in harmony with Nature. It also contains topics like the fundamental
particle, soul, mind, spirit, chakras, cosmic laws, densities or dimensions, spiritual development, reincarnation,
karma, natural living, planetary changes etc. It further explains how much conscious evolution you can achieve by
understanding your true inner mechanism of life that include the fundamental truths about the Creator, the processes
of creation and evolution, the spirit-mind-body connection, the constitution of our inner being, the present
evolutionary stage of human beings in a Cosmic reference frame, and also how to live in harmony with Nature. It
also contains topics like the fundamental particle, soul, mind, spirit, chakras, cosmic laws, densities or dimensions,
spiritual development, reincarnation, karma, natural living, planetary changes etc. It further explains how much
conscious evolution you can achieve by understanding your true inner nature and aligning yourself with the nature
and purpose of life. It also shows that we live in an orderly and purposeful Universe which is multidimensional and
when we learn to live in harmony with it we can live an abundant life. We are the cause and the conditions of our
life are only the effects. When we change inwardly, the external world (our circumstances) has to change so as to be
in alignment with our inner vibrations. Can we explain everything by science alone? This book takes a position
wherein both science and spirituality need to be in synthesis and harmony, mutually supporting each other, in the

quest for Truth. It will help you realize who you truly are and your place and purpose in the universe. This
realization will challenge, inspire and expand your consciousness and help you consciously connect with the
universal power and presence within and without. In fact, life is no more a puzzle once we unravel its true nature and
mechanism. By the time you reach the last chapter, your persective about life will shift drastically and you will
experience a newfound freedom, as if some burden has been lifted off your shoulders, as if some unknown darkness
has been dispelled. It will leave you much more equipped to handle life without losing traction and experience a
sense of wholesomeness and new found purpose. This book is intended for all seekers of truth, whether scientific,
spiritual or holistic and a must-read for all who want to help themselves and others to live a healthy, happy, peaceful
and purposeful life, now and forever. Go ahead and a Make Choice to live an Abundant and Blissful Life by
Clicking on the Buy Button on the Top of this p
From Existence To Life: The Science Of Self-Consciousness Jun 19 2021 There has been a growing feeling in my
mind that "Health" is too small a title with which to introduce a book that sets forth the noblest science that can
possibly be formulated. Although health is one of the most desirable conditions in personal life, and one of the most
essential, yet it is but one of the ways of Life that are set forth in the book. It appears to me that, "From Existence to
Life; the Science of Self-Consciousness" exactly covers the whole field of that which is herein formulated. It is a
science for all-round use, health being but one of the many modes of the Principle of All-Knowledge; and, so far as
man is concerned, the science of self-consciousness, formulated correctly, and made use of intelligently, should
satisfy the mind and comfort the heart in all the emergencies of self-conscious life, enabling a man to "hold on his
way and grow stronger and stronger."
Seduced by Consciousness: A Life with The Three Principles Feb 02 2020
The Immortal Mind Nov 12 2020 Scientific evidence for the continual presence of consciousness with or without
connection to a living organism • Examines findings on the survival of consciousness beyond life, including neardeath experiences, after-death communication, and reincarnation • Explains how this correlates precisely with
cutting-edge physics theories on superstrings, information fields, and energy matrices • Reveals how consciousness
manifests in living beings to continue its evolution Evidence now points to consciousness existing beyond the brain,
such as when the brain is temporarily incapacitated, as well as to the survival of consciousness after death.
Conventional science prefers to dismiss these findings because they cannot be accommodated by a materialist view
of reality. Spirituality and religion embrace the continuity of consciousness and ascribe it to a nonmaterial spirit or
soul that is immortal. As such, spirituality/religion and science continually find conflict in their views. But what if
there truly is no conflict? Based on a new scientific paradigm in sync with experience-based spirituality, Ervin
Laszlo and Anthony Peake explore how consciousness is continually present in the cosmos and can exist without
connection to a living organism. They examine the rapidly growing body of scientific evidence supporting the
continuity of consciousness, including near-death experiences, after-death communication, reincarnation, and
neurosensory information received in altered states. They explain how the persistence of consciousness beyond the
demise of the body means that, in essence, we are not mortal--we continue to exist even when our physical existence
has come to an end. This correlates precisely with cutting-edge physics, which posits that things in our plane of time
and space are not intrinsically real but are manifestations of a hidden dimension where they exist in the form of
superstrings, information fields, and energy matrices. With proof that consciousness is basic to the cosmos and
immortal in its deeper, nonmanifest realm, Laszlo and Peake reveal the purpose of consciousness is to manifest in
living beings in order to continuously evolve.
The Feeling of Life Itself Nov 05 2022 A thought-provoking argument that consciousness—more widespread than
previously assumed—is the feeling of being alive, not a type of computation or a clever hack In The Feeling of Life
Itself, Christof Koch offers a straightforward definition of consciousness as any subjective experience, from the most
mundane to the most exalted—the feeling of being alive. Psychologists study which cognitive operations underpin a
given conscious perception. Neuroscientists track the neural correlates of consciousness in the brain, the organ of the
mind. But why the brain and not, say, the liver? How can the brain—three pounds of highly excitable matter, a piece
of furniture in the universe, subject to the same laws of physics as any other piece—give rise to subjective
experience? Koch argues that what is needed to answer these questions is a quantitative theory that starts with
experience and proceeds to the brain. In The Feeling of Life Itself, Koch outlines such a theory, based on integrated
information. Koch describes how the theory explains many facts about the neurology of consciousness and how it
has been used to build a clinically useful consciousness meter. The theory predicts that many, and perhaps all,
animals experience the sights and sounds of life; consciousness is much more widespread than conventionally
assumed. Contrary to received wisdom, however, Koch argues that programmable computers will not have
consciousness. Even a perfect software model of the brain is not conscious. Its simulation is fake consciousness.
Consciousness is not a special type of computation—it is not a clever hack. Consciousness is about being.
Life Comes from Life Mar 17 2021 A critical look at widely-believed assumptions and theories held by modern
scientists about the origin of life. For people who have come to accept every pronouncement of modern scientists as
tested and proven truth, this book will be an eye-opener. Life Comes From Life is an impromptu but brilliant critique

of some of the dominant policies, theories and presuppositions of modern science and scientists by one of the
greatest philosophers and scholars of the twentieth century, His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada. Srila Prabhupada's vivid analysis uncovers the hidden and blatantly unfounded assumptions that
underlie currently fashionable doctrines about the origins and purpose of life. This book is based on taped morningwalk conversations between Srila Prabhupada and his disciple Thoudam D. Singh, Ph.D., an organic chemist.
Consciousness and Mental Life Mar 29 2022 Begins with Aristotle and the ancient Greeks and continues through to
René Descartes, David Hume, William James, Daniel Dennett, John Searle, Richard Rorty, Hilary Putnam, and
Derek Parfit. Approaching the issue from both a philosophical and a psychological perspective, Robinson identifies
what makes the study of consciousness so problematic and asks whether cognitive neuroscience can truly reveal the
origins of mental events, emotions, and preference, or if these occurrences are better understood by studying the
whole person, not just the brain. He corrects many claims made about the success of brain science and provides a
valuable historical context for the study of human consciousness. From publisher catalog.
The Discovery of Life Aug 29 2019 This writing chronicles the paradigm shift that each of us must undergo to enter
into a full (procreative) consciousness of life, upon which true success and connection in life can then follow. "A
man and a woman meet and a miracle occurs--a new life is formed. The miracle of life is held within their balance
and love. Life, all of life, is held within their balance and love." The Discovery of Life Author Bio: Christopher Alan
Anderson (1950 - ) received the basis of his education from the University of Science and Philosophy, Swannanoa,
Waynesboro, Virginia. He resides in the transcendental/romantic tradition, that vein of spiritual creativity of the
philosopher and poet. His quest has been to define and express an eternal romantic reality from which a man and a
woman could together stand in their difference and create a living universe of procreative love. Mr. Anderson began
these writings in 1971. The first writings were published in 1985. On a personal note, when Mr. Anderson was asked
to describe the writings and what he felt their message was he responded, "Spiritual procreation. Mankind has yet to
distinguish the two sexes on the spiritual level. In this failure lies the root of our problems and why we cannot yet
touch the eternal together. The message of man and woman balance brings each of us together in love with our
eternal other half right now." keywords: Life, Procreation, Consciousness, Paradigm Shift, Metaphysics,
Spirituality...
The Mystery of Consciousness Sep 22 2021 In what began as a series of essays in the New York Review of Books,
Searle discusses the arguments of such well-known thinkers as Francis Crick, Gerald Edelman, Roger Penrose,
Daniel Dennett, Israel Rosenfield and David Chalmers. These appear here together with a new essay of his own.
Consciousness Is All Jan 27 2022 Consciousness Is All is a book on Absolute Reality, sometimes called Infinite
Reality. It shows clearly why only Consciousness Itself-also known as the One Self, I Am, Love, Life, the Divine,
God, and other terms-is being conscious right here, now. Consciousness is absolutely all there is of all there is.
Simply nothing exists outside of, or beyond. Consciousness.
The Private Life of the Brain Oct 24 2021 An acclaimed neuroscientist explores the physical basis of emotions in the
brain, suggesting that emotions are the foundation upon which the brain builds the unique mind.
The Rise of Consciousness and the Development of Emotional Life Jun 27 2019 Synthesizing decades of
influential research and theory, Michael Lewis demonstrates the centrality of consciousness for emotional
development. At first, infants' competencies constitute innate reactions to particular physical events in the child's
world. These "action patterns" are not learned, but are readily influenced by temperament and social interactions.
With the rise of consciousness, these early competencies become reflected feelings, giving rise to the self-conscious
emotions of empathy, envy, and embarrassment, and, later, shame, guilt, and pride. Focusing on typically developing
children, Lewis also explores problems of atypical emotional development. Winner/m-/William James Book Award,
Society for General Psychology (APA Division 1)
The Evolution of Consciousness Jul 09 2020 This book gives the reader an understanding of what consciousness is
about, and of how to make conscious experiences more pleasant. It expands on a new theory that describes the
evolutionary trajectory leading to conscious life forms. In short, the evidence suggests that consciousness first
evolved some 300 million years ago as a consequence of the introduction of feelings. Feelings offer a strategy for
making behavioural decisions. Besides playing a crucial role in the evolution of the human mind, they are a key
factor in regard to mental health and quality of life. Fortunately, the human brain is plastic. By exploiting available
options for modulating the mind, it is therefore possible to impact on what sort of experiences the brain serves. More
specifically, you can strengthen the capacity for positive feelings and reduce the sway of negative feelings. The text
covers biological, neurological, psychological, and philosophical aspects of the mind.
Pervasive Loops Apr 29 2022 This book attempts to propose a unified theory of large-scale structured dynamical
systems. Examples of such systems are single-cellular and multi-cellular organisms as well as the human brain. The
goal is to understand and construct synthetic systems that mimic features exhibited by these biological systems.
While there is a renewed interest in general artificial intelligence because of the recent progress in deep learning, the
hope with this book is to expand this exploration to evolutionary systems and other harder problems like synthetic
consciousness. The approach taken here is unique because there is a constant emphasis on how to construct every

single feature exhibited by these biological systems both naturally i.e., without any human involvement and
synthetically, in a laboratory. The strong belief is that if we cannot provide such constructions, there must be certain
critical aspects that are not well understood and, hence, the proposals must be necessarily incomplete. This approach
has also forced the discussion to be less philosophical. Clearly, the book is only a first attempt at achieving these
goals and future work is necessary to address several gaps. Yet, it is preferable that you take this viewpoint, question
every claim and potentially suggest alternative ideas as well. Hopefully, in the process, you will get a step closer in
your personal journey towards understanding the living world and all its beauty.
Information—Consciousness—Reality Jul 21 2021 This open access book chronicles the rise of a new scientific
paradigm offering novel insights into the age-old enigmas of existence. Over 300 years ago, the human mind
discovered the machine code of reality: mathematics. By utilizing abstract thought systems, humans began to decode
the workings of the cosmos. From this understanding, the current scientific paradigm emerged, ultimately
discovering the gift of technology. Today, however, our island of knowledge is surrounded by ever longer shores of
ignorance. Science appears to have hit a dead end when confronted with the nature of reality and consciousness. In
this fascinating and accessible volume, James Glattfelder explores a radical paradigm shift uncovering the ontology
of reality. It is found to be information-theoretic and participatory, yielding a computational and programmable
universe.
The Survival of Human Consciousness Jun 07 2020 According to several recent polls, more than 80 percent of
Americans believe in life after death. Of those, many adhere to their beliefs because of religious faith. Beyond
religion, though, there is increasing scientific examination of life after death hypotheses. Both religious and secular
believers are more frequently using empirical research to answer the key questions of how consciousness may
transcend corporeal life and death. These essays from leading survival theoreticians scientifically assay the issues
and evidence. Interdisciplinary in nature, it covers diverse topics including the origins of life after death hypotheses;
theoretical, methodological and empirical approaches to afterlife research; hallucination experiences; evidence for
consciousness survival; birthmarks and previous-life memories; suicide; and spirit participation. Concluding
chapters discuss the future of afterlife research and offer a new interpretation of consciousness survival.
Fighting for Life Aug 22 2021 What accounts for the popularity of the macho image, the fanaticism of sports
enthusiasts, and the perennial appeal of Don Quixote's ineffectual struggles? In Fighting for Life, Walter J. Ong
addresses these and related questions, offering insight into the role of competition in human existence. Focusing on
the ways in which human life is affected by contest, Ong argues that the male agonistic drive finds an outlet in
games as divergent as football and chess. Demonstrating the importance of contest in biological evolution and in the
growth of consciousness out of the unconscious, Ong also shows how adversary procedure has affected social,
linguistic, and intellectual history. He discusses shifting patterns of contest in such arenas as spectator sports,
politics, business, academia, and religion. Human beings' internalization of agonistic drives, he concludes, can foster
the deeper discovery of the self and of distinctively human freedom.
Consciousness, Creativity, and Self at the Dawn of Settled Life Jan 03 2020 Over recent years, a number of scholars
have argued that the human mind underwent a cognitive revolution in the Neolithic. This volume seeks to test these
claims at the Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük in Turkey and in other Neolithic contexts in the Middle East. It brings
together cognitive scientists who have developed theoretical frameworks for the study of cognitive change,
archaeologists who have conducted research into cognitive change in the Neolithic of the Middle East, and the
excavators of the Neolithic site of Çatalhöyük who have over recent years been exploring changes in consciousness,
creativity and self in the context of the rich data from the site. Collectively, the authors argue that when detailed data
are examined, theoretical evolutionary expectations are not found for these three characteristics. The Neolithic was a
time of long, slow and diverse change in which there is little evidence for an internal cognitive revolution.
Life Is Consciousness Jul 01 2022 The Truth movement, as we call it is the most important thing in the world today.
The Truth movement, which centers in the belief in the omnipresence and availability of God, is the most important
thing in the world, because it is the only thing that can save the world. Nothing else can. Everything else has been
tried. People have tried building up might and power, and have used it to wreck themselves. Man has built up
intellectual power; and especially since four centuries ago, since the Renaissance, education has been intellectual.
People are surprised when you tell them that there is any other kind of education. Those of us who have had the
advantages of a higher education know that so-called intellectual study gives very, very little help in the practical
business of living. This Truth movement comes along, takes hold of people and changes them. It restores health if
that has been lost, restores estate if that has been lost, restores self-respect if that has been lost. It puts people on their
feet, and shows them that there is something in life worth living for.
Being You Dec 14 2020 A BOOK OF THE YEAR GUARDIAN, THE ECONOMIST, NEW STATESMAN,
FINANCIAL TIMES, BLOOMBERG Anil Seth's radical new theory of consciousness challenges our understanding
of perception and reality, doing for brain science what Dawkins did for evolutionary biology. 'A brilliant beast of a
book.' DAVID BYRNE 'Hugely important.' JIM AL-KHALILI 'Masterly . . . An exhilarating book: a vast-ranging,
phenomenal achievement that will undoubtedly become a seminal text.' GAIA VINCE, GUARDIAN Being You is

not as simple as it sounds. Somehow, within each of our brains, billions of neurons work to create our conscious
experience. How does this happen? Why do we experience life in the first person? After over twenty years
researching the brain, world-renowned neuroscientist Anil Seth puts forward a radical new theory of consciousness
and self. His unique theory of what it means to 'be you' challenges our understanding of perception and reality and it
turns what you thought you knew about yourself on its head. 'Seth thinks clearly and sharply on one of the hardest
problems of science and philosophy, cutting through weeds with a scientist's mind and a storyteller's skill.' ADAM
RUTHERFORD 'A page-turner and a mind-blower . . . Beautifully written, crystal clear, deeply insightful.' DAVID
EAGLEMAN 'If you read one book about conciousness, it must be Seth's. JULIAN BAGGINI, WALL STREET
JOURNAL 'Amazing.' RUSSELL BRAND 'Gripping.' ALEX GARLAND 'I loved it.' MICHAEL POLLAN
'Fascinating.' FINANCIAL TIMES 'Awe-inspring.' NEW STATESMAN 'Brilliant.' CLAIRE TOMALIN, NEW
YORK TIMES
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